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Intermediate
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Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
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41
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Song. Space. Earth. Listening.
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Alike
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6 Billion Others

Language. Translation. Life. People.
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Poetry. Death. Narration.
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Sports. Biography. Story. Animation.
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Adventure. If. Possibility. Travel.
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Story. Play. Reading. Repetitive Reading.
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Bucket List

Statements. Goals. List. Life.
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Mr. Bean. Sandwich

Funny. How to. Retelling. Vocabulary.

Beginner

57

I Am Travel

World. Poetry. Traveling. Adventure.

Advanced

58

Hey Jude Kid

Song. Kids. Beatles. Inspiration.

Beginner

59

Why Learn English

Listening. Motivation. Writing.

Intermediate

60

Validation

Giving Compliments. Work. Character.
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This Is The Truth

Commercial. Advice. Life skills.

62

Gold's Gym

Comparatives. Superlatives. Commercial.

63

Guess The Movie Genre

Film. Category. Quiz.

64

Name The Sport

Commercial. Watching. Sports.

Beginner
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Tour Of New York

Travel. USA. Directions. Listening.

Advanced

66

Ormie The Pig
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67
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Actions. Verbs. Cartoon.

Intermediate

68

Job Interview

Speaking. Career. Self. Business.

Advanced

69

The Flat Life

Lifestyle. Family. Routine.

Intermediate

70

Dumb Ways To Die

Brainstorm. Animation. Life.

Intermediate

71

Fear Of Fying.

Fears. Story. Animation. Retelling. .

Intermediate

72

Summer Holidays

Culture. Travel. News. Vacation.

Advanced

73

Pale Blue Dot

Life . Astronomy. Speech. World.

Advanced

74

Live The Language

Vocabulary. Culture. Travel.

75

Always On My Mind

Song. Love. Lyrics. Listening

Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate

Advanced
Intermediate
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Intermediate
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Intermediate
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76

Hire Me

Business. Resume. Song. Jobs.

Advanced
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I Hate Public Speaking

Presentations. Speaking. Public Speaking.

Intermediate
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I Have A Dream

Civil Rights. History. Speech. Inspiration.

Advanced

79

The Explorer

Travel. Adventure. Earth.

80

Newsround

Current events. News. Listening.

Advanced

81

Special Delivery

Animation. Story. Mystery. Grammar.

Advanced

82
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Writing. Sequencing. Story.

Intermediate

83

L-O-V-E

Song. Romance. Listening.

Intermediate

84

Making Maple Syrup

Steps. Nature. Food. Canada

Advanced

85

Lifted

Alien. Animation. Story. Children.

Intermediate

86

Spaghetti 4 Ways

Food. Steps. Italian. Cooking.

Intermediate

87

Study Hard

Language. Learning. Motivation.

Beginner

88

Steve Jobs Speech

Public Speaking. Life advice. Listening.

Advanced

89

Top 10 Safest Cities

Geography. List. Critical Thinking.

90

Pigeon Impossible

Animation. Spy. Tale. Retelling.

Intermediate

91

The Power Of Words

Motivation. Empathy. Language.

Beginner

92

Roll The Dice

Poetry. Advice. Motivation.

Advanced

93

The Runners

Sports. Exercise. Interview. Listening.

Intermediate

94

Simply The Best

Collocations. Vocabulary. Phrasal Verbs.

95

The Force Be With You

96

Intermediate

Beginner

Intermediate

Rooms. Home. Kids. Commercial.

Beginner

Terry Fox Story

Canada. Biography. Inspiration.

Intermediate

97

I Would Run To You

Chant. Song. Love. Commercial.

98

Forgotten

Collocations. Vocabulary. Phrasal Verbs.

99

Hands Can Do

Routine. Commercial. Brainstorm.
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Technologic

Song. Verbs. Technology. Listening.

Intermediate
Intermediate
Beginner
Intermediate
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A Teacher's Guidebook

Why Video?
Video is a powerful tool in today’s classroom. It provides strong context through which
to teach. Meaning comes alive and it brings the outside world into the classroom and
gives your teaching “reality”. Video also provides all the paralinguistic features of
language that audio only can’t. Frank Smith noted that all learning stems from a
"demonstration". There is no more powerul aid to learning, no more impactful
demonstration than a video.
Nowadays, students are very much visual learners. Further, the quick spread of
broadband internet access, is making the use of video in the classroom reliable.
Video is a medium which is replacing print – Chris Anderson of TED
goes as far as suggesting it is a “revolution” transcending that of the
Gutenberg revolution. It is changing both the way we learn and the
way we interact with each other.
Video is indeed the new textbook. Teachers can now use video as the sole teaching
material in their classrooms. It's affordable (free) , widely available and highly
motivating for students. It is also preparing students for the future workplace where
writing is being de-emphasized and oral communication among different language
speakers is a highly valued asset.
Without a doubt, video is the future for all of us involved in education.
Gone are the days where it took a high degree of technical know how
and hours of set up to bring video into the classroom. Now the classroom
is wired and connected.
It’s an exciting time to be both a teacher and a student. The world is now
our classroom.
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3 Approaches To Using Video In The Classroom
1. Using only video and online learning
The teacher is a pure facilitator, manager and curriculum specialist. Students learn wholly
through video online and designed exercises, practice. There is no in-class component.
2. Blending video into the existing curriculum and course.
Blended learning combines classroom teaching with online practice. Video is used online to
re-inforce the in-class teaching. Equal importance and grades to both. Learn more about
blended learning and also the flipped classroom.
3. Using video as a supplement for engagement or re-inforcement.
Videos are used only at the beginning of a lesson (to provide context and prompt student
schema/background knowledge) or as supplemental material for the lesson (either inclass or
as homework).
The teacher adds video that will supplement the existing course curriculum and provides
context and reinforces the learning objectives. However, the videos are not part of the official
curriculum.

How To Use Video
Videos can be used in many ways other than just one student at a
computer. They should also be used as a “shared experience”, an in class teaching aide.
Teachers should play video in the classroom and share it, as you would a book or any
physical object.
Don’t be afraid to pause, rewind or fast forward the video. Use it as a tool for reference of
language and study points. Think of the video as a malleable material, like any other
classroom learning material.
Generally video activities are divided into 3 main types or stages:
1. Pre-viewing. Activities done before watching the video. They help prompt student
schema and background knowledge. Often a way for the teacher to assess student
knowledge and interest.
2. Viewing: Students have a task while watching the video. They perform tasks and
activities during the video, either with or without the teacher pausing the video.
3. Post Viewing: After watching the video, the students practice the language forms and
vocabulary encountered in the video. Students might discuss, retell, roleplay or complete
exercises during this stage.
Here are a list of practical ways to use any video in class. Try some and find what
works best with your own students and for your own teaching situation. Good luck!
Your students will love it and you!
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1. Discuss It. Give students some previewing questions for the topic of the video. Students discuss
and prompt their background knowledge. Watch the video. Now, discuss again using some prepared questions.
Surveys are a great addition also.

2. Just Do It.

Students are given a viewing task. This can be some questions to answer. It can be a

group of vocabulary items to find or some language to listen for. You might even make this interactive – give
students some different tasks (ie. different vocabulary) and when they see/hear it, they stand up. Again, they sit
down. Last one standing at the end wins!

3. Describe It. Always a fun activity but make sure to get your students tospeak in a low voice.
One student watches while others describe the action. Pause the video from time to time to allow students time to
describe fully. Switch the student who is listening. Make sure to watch the ending of the video together. Here’s an
example described.

4. Report It. Students are reporters. List the 5 Ws on the board. After watching the video, the students
must answer the 5 W questions. This also can be an excellent writing lesson. Also, get students making up their
own post viewing questions and quizzing each other!

5. Listen For It. A teacher favorite. Teachers prepare a cloze version of the transcript (words are
missing). Students listen for the words. Watch the video again, pausing and checking the answers together. Another
option is to provide students with a graphic organizer or chart. They watch the video and fill in the categories.

6. Repeat It. A very interactive way to focus on pronunciation and form. Turn off any subtitles.
Pause the video after a line and have the students repeat the line. If the video is a dialogue, assign different roles for
students. Challenge the students to repeat the lines by only listening to the video, not watching. Also practice the
present perfect tense (has/have just) by pausing the video and asking students, “What has just happened?”

7. Re-tell It. A very powerful way to acquire language. Students in small groups re-tell the story or the
action of the video. One student starts and others must continue to re-tell by adding a sentence. Perfect for
practicing transitions (First, Next, Then, Finally). Re-ordering activities are also great. Students are given
sentences or pictures and must put them back in the right sequence while re-telling the story. Perfect practice for
the past tense.

8. Revise It. Students love to “change up” the video. Students can role play the video and add their own
twist, create their own version. Commercials work well for this. Also, write their own version, changing
characters. For lower level students, prepare a transcript with words missing – students can add their own words to
personalize.

9. Predict It. Prediction is a great language prompt and can be used with any video. Simply pause
the video at a point and ask the students, “What do you think will happen next?” Students discuss and give their
own answers. Provide a prompt for the students like
I (don’t) think that _______________ (won’t) will ________________________.
Lastly, continue the video and see if the predictions were correct.

10. Teach It. Videos offer a great opportunity for specific language study. Choose a video that
highlights and reinforces your lesson objective(s) (for culture, topics, functions, vocabulary or grammar points).
Pause the video and use it to explain the language points. It provides real life context and examples of usage.
Prepare worksheets and exercises to practice your language points. Here’s an example.
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Best Practices
When Using Video In Class

>>

0

>>

1

>>

2

>>
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>>

# 1 Keep it Short!

4

>>

Always have students watch
for a purpose unless your
objective is to just have fun.
A simple task will do.

>>
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0
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1
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>>
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>>

SLS - Same Language Subtitles
help students understand the
spoken language and are good
when teaching multi-level
classes.
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No video is a safe bet.
ALWAYS preview completely
and even this seemingly
educational Nat. Geo. can
quickly turn inappropriate.
Don't ever be surprised.
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Silent videos work very well
as a prompt to get students
producing language (speaking
or writing).

# 4 Make it available!

# 5 Make your own!
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>>

Students should be able to
access the video from class
outside of class time for review
and self-study.

You'll be surprised how tech
savvy your students are and
using their smartphones they
can make some superb English
language videos

# 7 Ask your students

# 8 Think Global, Play Local

# 6 Always Preview!

>>

1

3 minutes max. If longer, do a
"no watch" activity and then
watch another segment. Break
up the viewing time.

# 3 Add Subtitles!

>>

>>

# 2 Turn off the sound!
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>>

Use videos your students love,
harness their motivation by
asking them about the videos
they love and watch and use
them in the classroom from
time to time.
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>>

Use local videos when possible.
The context and interest to
students will be much stronger.
Instead of Paul McCartney, why
not Roberto Carlos when
teaching in Brazil?
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6

7

8

View our interactive Best Videos presentation for our Top Picks!
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Affordances: the relationship and actionable properties between the technology (tool)
and the user. The possible uses of a technology.
Asynchronous: video that is not “live” and which can be reviewed and manipulated as
desired. Ex. Vimeo, Youtube, Netflix, Screencasts
Blended Learning: curriculum (content and instruction) that is delivered at least in part
through digital media which provides students control over the time, pace, path or place
of learning.
Compression: how the video is packed into a smaller space to reduce its size so it can be
more easily shared. Video has different levels of compression which effect its visual and
auditory quality.
Digital Literacy: the ability to find, evaluate, utilize, share, and create content using
information technologies and the Internet. Students need to be taught how to properly
and responsibly use digital content.
Digital Native: term first used by Marc Prensky (2001) in reference to youth and their
differing learning styles and apptitudes regarding technology. Controversial term that
seems to suggest innate qualities for using technology. Now being replaced with the less
extreme term – “Digital Resident”.
Kinetic Typography: videos created with and expressed by animated text. Text is
almost like “concrete poetry” and shows the meaning of the audio in creative ways.
Remix: a video inspired by an original but which has been changed in substantial ways
and made into a completely different version. See the Remix Manifesto
SLS: “Same Language Subtitles”. Subtitles that best help learners are those that reflect
the actual spoken words of the video. The opposite of “dubbed”.
Synchronous: video that is “live” and streamed or used by the audience at the same time.
Ex. Video conferencing, skype, video chat, streaming services. Tv/web broadcasts
The Flipped Classroom: a pedagogical approach where the lecture and homework
elements are reversed. Students first as homework watch a video showing instruction.
Then, in class, they do their homework and get teacher assistance. Read more here …
Video Based Learning: learning where video is the primary media through which
students interact and learn. Many large MOOCs, online courses, platforms use video as
the primary form of instruction. Similar to “Digital Learning” or “Web Based Learning”.
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Best Examples
For Using Video In Class

>>
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Collocations

4

>>

Here are some top videos illustrating how
many unique ways you can use video.
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Always a winner! A must watch and students
learn how verbs can be used in different ways.

Inspiration

>>

1

Content Knowledge

3

>>

4

>>

Videos are great lesson "openers" for a lesson
and can inspire and "speak a thousand words" .
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Students learn the names of countries and
videos are essential for low level vocabulary
learning or ESP courses.

Chant

Screencasts / Tutorials

Worksheet
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Showing is much more effective than
explaining. Use Jing or Screenr and show
students how to do their homework or even
provide feedback on their assignments.
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Get students singing along with the many
great chants available in video. Half the class
chants one part, the other, the other part.
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Contrasting 2

Contrasting 1
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>>

Split screen style videos instantly show students
contrast and help teach metaphorically
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Videos convey "scenes". Often students can
learn how to describe different places.

Pronunciation Inspiration

0

>>

Commercials - Places

Adding English subtitles attractively really
helps contextualize the video.

>>

1

Contrast different meanings on screen. Students
instantly see how phrases convey the meaning.

Commercials subtitled

>>

>>

TV Shows - Sitcoms

4

>>

View many funny videos about pronunciation
problems. They teach students important
points about speech but in a fun way!
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Use segments of popular TV shows in class.
Real language with narrative that helps students
acquire language.
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Beginners - Counting
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Visual Text - Lyrics

>>
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There are many authentic videos out there that
are appropriate for beginners! Start digging.
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Instructional videos are perfect and have
defined steps. Test student recall of the steps!

Grammar – If ….

0

>>

How to ……

Poetry with images in a video really is powerful.
Try Billy Collins for some fine examples.

>>

2

Students love music and even more, creative
videos which highlight the language of the
music video.

Poetry

>>

>>

Vocabulary - Cartoons

>>

Grammar can be illustrated through many
repetitive videos and commercials.
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Vocabulary illustrated through subtitles in
favorite cartoons is very engaging.
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Vocabulary – Animal Actions

>>
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Listening For Vocabulary
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Test student listening skills by asking them to
listen for sets of vocabulary that include some
words not spoken.

Vocabulary can be taught through many
popular, repetitive music videos.

Transcripts into Worksheets

Video Appreciation: Rate ‘em

http://martineau.tv/cloze/
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Many videos have transcripts and that makes it
easy to make a quick cloze worksheet.
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Hook?
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Show a number of video shorts and with a
rubric, ask students to evaluate them and be
prepared to support their ratings.

Get Real: Literal Versions

Media Awareness

Target Audience?

>>

Effective?
3

>>

4

A big part of digital literacy is media
awareness. Show commercials and have
students think critically about the messages.
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Literal music videos have lyrics that replace the
original and are "literal", describing exactly the
action in the video. Lots of fun and learning.
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Have A Debate

Student Produced Doodle Videos
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Students can easily make a doodle video,
drawing pictures for each line in the song.
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Flip the classroom by recording your lectures
and getting students watching them as
homework. Class time is homework time.

Make It Real. Skype In Class.

0

1

Teacher Produced (Flipped syle)

It's not too difficult to add audio to a ppt and
produce your own attractive video.

>>

>>

Show a video highlighting an important issue.
Students take notes then take sides to debate.

Teacher Produced Videos

>>

0

Making the world smaller

4

>>

Skype the world into your class! Connect
students to other classrooms around the world
while communicating in English.
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Interviews of people around the world really
teach students so much beyond just English.
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Silent. Describe The Action
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Oral / Shared Reading

4

>>

Turn off the volume. Students can be the
narrators or describe the action.
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Books are now in video form too. Listen to
people read their favorite storybooks.

Prediction

Interactive Subtitles

What Happens Next?
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>>

Pause the video and stop at appropriate places.
Ask students to predict what will happen next.

Subtitles can be added in very innovative ways,
bringing the language even more alive.

Kinetic Typography

2nd Language Singers
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4

Visual lyrics that also scaffold the meaning of
the words is highly popular with students.

>>

>>
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>>

Every language has popular singers that also
sing in English. Students will be inspired by
their idols performing in English.
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What Gutenberg did for writing, online video can do for face-to-face communication.”
— Chris Anderson, TED
Video is in the ascendency and in just 5 or so short years after Youtube launched, the
video learning and teaching revolution is upon us. Video is the new textbook, offering
reality and language modeling like a book never could.
Here are some of the best ways to use video in your teaching. Each item has an
example that you can view to get an idea of what is being recommended.
......................................................................................................................
1. Engagement. Get students excited and primed for the coming lesson objective or
topic. Video works like a charm. What about this one for teaching about animals?
View it.
……………………………………….
2. A writing prompt. Short videos are great material for the age old remark of students
– “Teacher, I have nothing to write about.” It guides them and they can write about the
story or content of the video. View It.
……………………………………….
3. Sending voice email. Trouble getting students to speak in class? Well, they won’t
hesitate to turn on their cam and send emails to their friends, in English! It’s easy and
just use this handy, safe Video email page. View it.
……………………………………….
4. A time filler. A day off. A Reward. Lets face it, teaching is hard. Once in a while,
you just need to turn something on and if well chosen, the students will enjoy and learn.
Lots of great short videos to choose from but best to use same-language-subtitles.
View it.
……………………………………….
5. An Instructional Aid. Sometimes you have to explain something to students who
aren’t in class or maybe missed the class. Try a screencast and show students the material
and their tasks. It is easy to do and the easiest is to produce a video with Screenr.
View it.
……………………………………….
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6. Backdoor. Great for getting students to speak and use language. In pairs, one student
views and describes to the other student who has their back to the screen. Alternate every
few minutes and circulate to give help with vocab (or just write it on the board as needed,
students will see you and use to describe the action. Mr. Bean is perfect for this!
View it.
……………………………………….
7. Describing a scene. There are video cams and CCTV everywhere nowadays.
Students will get so motivated watching something real and trying to talk about the scene,
the action. Lots of great cams for this activity.
View It.
……………………………………….
8. Students make a doodle video. It’s easy to do and read about it here. Students each
make a picture for one line of a song. Put them together and then make a movie. Inspiring
for all students and great for team building. View It.
……………………………………….
9. How To. Show a how to video and have students repeat the steps and then explain to
other classmates how to do the steps to complete the process. Recipes, dance steps,
origami, sports – you name it! Check out ehow.
View It.
……………………………………….
10. Share An eStory. Video is a powerful way to tell a story. Even more engaging,
powerful animation as a story. Here’s a nice start. Play the video and pause and have
students retell what happened. After, retell the story together. View it.
……………………………………….
11. Debate It. Admittedly for higher level learners, videos make perfect background
for live debates in class about a topic. They get students thinking about the issues and
then brainstorming on their own before the live debate. Try Truetube. View It.
……………………………………….
12. Tell A Story. Get students to record themselves telling a favorite story or reading
their favorite book. Share them online and make your own library. View It.
……………………………………….
13. What will happen next? Prediction is a strong language teaching technique that is
perfect with video. Play the video and then stop part way and ask students to predict
what will happen next. Works great with commercials. Try these preset videos.
View It.
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14. As a hook. Much like engagement, video hooks students and will make the lesson
to come seem relevant and important. I’ve used simple magic tricks to great effect.
View it.
……………………………………….
15. Plain old inspiration. Videos inspire and make students see what is possible in the
big, wide world out there. Teach hope, the hope to be. View it.
……………………………………….
16. Vocabulary building . Videos provide extraordinary context and “reality” for
learning vocabulary. It is like the students are right there. List important words from a
video and have students circle or order them as they watch. Then use as cues to retell.
View It. Or View This.
……………………………………….
17. Dialog role playing. Play the video first. Replay, stopping after each line and
having students in that role, repeating the lines. Then replay without the sound on and
have student re-enact the dialog. Works great! View it.
……………………………………….
18. Traveling the world. Video takes students places, they can travel and experience
the world, from the safety of their own classroom! Even learn a few country names along
the way .... View It.
……………………………………….
19. Honing Listening skills. Listening is probably the most important skill - it drives all
learning of language. Videos offer a plethora of great audio that is scaffolded by visual
context. Use a video to test and challenge your students' listening skills. View It.
……………………………………….
20. Fostering student creativity. There are so many imaginative videos out there!
Show them to your students and challenge them to be as creative. You'll be so surprised
at how they "think outside the box". View It.
……………………………………….
21. Learning Grammar. Videos are packed with grammatical language. Choose a
video which highlights the grammar you want to focus on and design activities around it.
Grammar is not just something that comes in a textbook - it is living/alive! View It.
……………………………………….
22. Interviewing. Video brings all kinds of interesting people into your classroom.
After watching interviews, students can voice over the interview with the video's sound
off. Or if you are ambitious, skype people into your classroom and your students can
interview them! "Real" practice! View it.
……………………………………….
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23. Learn Verbs. Loads of videos out there that allow students to describe actions and
practice/learn English verbs. Cartoons are great for this, full of actions. View It.
……………………………………….
24. Commercials.
No better videos to show than commercials. Highly stylized,
simple language, universal genre - they make the perfect language learning material.
View it.
……………………………………….
25. Discussion. Videos provide strong background for a topic. After, students can
discuss the issues of the video using teacher provided discussion questions. View It.
……………………………………….
26. Learning Numbers. Sounds like a simple thing, no video needed? Not really.
When learning numbers with a context, they are acquired much better. Plus it is much
more fun! View It.
……………………………………….
27. Comprehension. Video is great but much greater if you check student
comprehension and keep them engaged so they view for language meaning. Prepare a
list of comprehension check questions for students and you are set! View It.
……………………………………….
28. Music Videos. Students love music and using music videos with lyric sheets or
visual text is a wonderful way to teach language. So many great "text"songs out there.
View It.
……………………………………….
29. Turn students into producers. Almost every cell phone these days has a camera.
Students can produce their own videos and use English for a purpose. Loads of fun and
so effective. View It.

30. Watch a Full movie. Movies are videos, aren't they? Just longer ones. So why
not "deep watch" a movie? Take a piece of a movie and use it each part of a lesson. It
can be a thread for a whole course or semester. View it.
……………………………………….
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31. Shadowing. This technique is one used by many teachers. Students watch/rewatch
the video (use video instead of audio!) and then "shadow" or record the lines, trying to
mimic the speech of the original speaker. View it.
……………………………………….
32. The 5 Ws. Current events are great in the classroom! Play a short news clip and
ask students to note the answers to the 5Ws. Replay and take up the answers. View It.
……………………………………….
33, Get Literal. Literal videos replace the original audio with a "literal" description
of what the characters are doing. Loads of fun and if you are ambitious, get students to
make their own literal videos! View It.
……………………………………….
34. Learn Chunks. Videos bring authentic language into the classroom. Authentic
language is full of "chunks"" - groups of words that express an individual idea. Watch a
video and have students note/notice the "chunks" of language. View It.
……………………………………….
35. Hidden Challenge. The listening cloze is a staple activity. It is even more
powerful with video, much more so. If you also don't want an image with the audio, just
turn students around/blindfold them or turn off the projector! View It.
……………………………………….
36. Get cooking.
Recipes and food are great topics. Ask students for a recipe and
then watch a professional tell how they make it. Lots of food videos out there - here are
some suggested sites. View It.
……………………………………….
37. Make a music video. Your students will love this and have a lot of fun. They'll
remember it forever and also every line of the song they perform. Start by showing the
original video in class and then asking students to write, then film their own versions.
View It.
……………………………………….
38. Learn about something. CBI is a great way to motivate students and learn English
through immersion. The focus is not on learning English but learning the topic. So many
videos out there with topical content that will engage your students! View It.
……………………………………….
39. Give student feedback. I have started using video to give my students feedback on
their essays and projects - it's easy and much better. More personal and students learn
language at the same time. Even takes less time! Use Screenr, record your computer
screen with the essay/project/report card/item showing and give your feedback. Send the
student the link. Voila! View it.
……………………………………….
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40. Lastonestanding . A classic game that’s easy to play with
a blank piece of paper. Chose a video or music video with lots
of repetitive language. List the words on the board. Students
choose one word and write it on their piece of paper. Play the video and students stand or
sit when they hear their word/expression. Last ones standing win! View It.
……………………………………….
41. Differences / Similarities. There are many videos that offer up the possibility of
naming differences and comparing. Stretch your students thinking skills! View It.
……………………………………….
42. Dictation. Videos have great audio that you can use as a dictation exercise with
students. Play fully through one time and then repeat, stopping on each line as students
write the line down. Take up. View It.
……………………………………….
43. Being Different. Video brings the lives of other students and people into the
classroom. It allows students to empathize with and imagine those who are different. We
don't just teach language, we teach life! View It.
……………………………………….
44. Learning History. Video captures past reality and makes it objectively available to
us as classroom content. Even better than a book, it can bring you there. Use history as
content to help students learn English and understand the world. View It.
……………………………………….
45. Self Study. Let's face it, it takes a lot of practice to master a language (10,000
hours?). Students need time to self-study and video allows the teacher to be outside the
classroom and guiding students (Flipped Classroom model). Try this blended learning
approach. View It.
……………………………………….
46. GIF it. That's right, use .gif images. They actually are video - just very short ones!
They abound on the web and present a very short snapshot of a scene/act. Present them to
elicit student language. Bonus is they are usually hilarious! View It.
……………………………………….
47. Learn about the power of words. Language can be so powerful. Motivate
students by impressing upon them the power of language and how important it is for their
own success in life. View It.
……………………………………….
48. Go KT. Kinetic Typography is a booming design feature that allows words to be
visually presented in video. Amazing stuff for any language teacher, combining words,
audio and image .... View It.
……………………………………….
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49. Read Alouds. Everyone young or old loves to be read to. There are so many great
places online where students can be read to and get authentic language input. . View It.
……………………………………….
50. Changing and inspiring the world. Videos make a powerful statement. Students,
especially teenagers, want to make a difference and making a video will allow them to.
Plus, they'll learn a heck of a lot of English. Plus you the teacher will never forget this
activity, ever. Put it in your digital teaching portfolio. View It.
Join the conversation at

Many more videos on our Video + page or our video library.
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Using Commercials In The Classroom
A Complete Guide

Why Use Commercials In The Language Classroom?
Commercials are the perfect material for teaching English, especially the “right”
commercials!
Now that video is becoming a dominant media for bringing reality and context into
the language learning classroom – it is time to start using them to their full potential.

Teachers should use commercials because of ….
1. Context.
Commercials are professionally produced and highly contextualized nuggets of
meaning. Students can easily understand the context and this helps scaffold their
language learning. You’ll find commercials which will cover almost any language
point, theme or situation.
2. Length.
Commercials are short, usually 30 seconds. They don’t waste time and quickly get
all students to focus around a singular goal. Their length gives teachers the flexibility
to repeat, replay, review many times and recycle the language learning experience.
3. Expectation.
Great lessons include an element of “bingo!” or “gottcha”. This is key to student
engagement and most commercials are designed with moments of “surprise”. They
immediately motivate and capture the attention of students. They are “fun” and
students love them.
4. Genre.
Commercials are familiar no matter what culture / country they come from. Students
will understand all the conventions of “the commercial”. It won’t be an alien
experience and this background knowledge helps students focus only on language.
Commercials are specifically designed to be simple and direct in getting their
message across to audiences across a wide cross section.
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5. Content
We don’t just teach language, we also teach “ideas” and content. Commercials are
perfect for discussing issues and for helping students develop digital literacy skills
and especially media awareness.
6. Cost
They are pervasive, they are free! Yes, companies and organizations want you to
watch these for free, no payment needed. No copyright issues involved here – just
download and use directly in your classroom offline.

Ways To Use Commercials In Your Lessons
Engagement
Commercials are the perfect way to introduce a lesson topic or a unit of study. They
prompt student schema and background
knowledge and teachers can follow up with an
activity on the same topic after introducing with
a commercial.
Resource: BFF Jill is a commercial that would
be perfect lead in for a lesson on
textmessaging. Get Ss to write a story in “text
message”. Then have other students decode
their text message story.

Media Literacy
It is important that students learn to understand and critically think/interpret
commercials. So take the time to ask students
about the commercial and how it might effect
them or others.
Resource: See MediaWise - an excellent
animation about commercials. Also my
Commercial Analysis sheet that students can fill
out after watching.
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Roleplays
Students can re-write the commercials and
make their own versions. These are often
incredibly hilarious and get them using the
same technique as the original commercial but
with a different product.
Resource: use this handy blank commercial
sheet I made.

Vocabulary tasks
Commercials are strongly situational and thus provide a perfect opportunity to
focus on thematic vocabulary. List some vocabulary on the board - some in the
video and some not in the video. Have
students watch several times and
circle/check the vocabulary that is mentioned.
Or also have students choose a vocabulary
item from those in the video and they can
play - Last one standing. They stand/sit when
their word is mentioned / seen.
Resource: The Force Be With You is a video you can use to teach places in the
home. Here's a lesson sheet.

Prediction and guessing
Pause the commercial just near the end. Get
students to either predict the ending or guess the
product. The majority of commercials these days have
surprise endings so commercials are perfect for this
kind of language prompt.
Resource: Thai Tuna commercial is great for this.
Just stop before she gets into the elevator! Also could
be used for Media literacy/awareness or discussion.
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Resources
Use this flipbook full of more activity suggestions and commercials you can use in
your lessons. Also, my Using Video In The Classroom Guide is chalk full of
activities for using video which also work for any commercial!

Suggested Readings And Resources
1. EnglishCentral Commercials videos and workbook
-- students “speak” the commercials and teachers can set up a class page.
2. EFL Classroom 2.0 Resources, Blog Posts and Search
3. Golden Lion Awards Venice (best commercials) – Main Page
4. Media Resources
5. eHow - using commercials to teach English
6. Admongo Lesson ideas
7. Vocabulary for Commercials | Media Awareness vocab flashcards
8. Commercials: Lesson In A Can #14 (for EFL 2.0 Supporters)
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ANALYZING TV COMMERCIALS
“The medium is the message” – Marshall McCluhan
In this lesson, we will look at TV commercials and ways
to introduce and use them in the classroom.
We will try to understand commercials and the ways the
messages they contain.
Activities will include: Watching commercials,
Watching for Media messages, Making and presenting
your own commercial

1.

Let’s watch 4 commercials. Which commercial do you think

is the best? Why?
Commercial

Why I think it is great.

______________________

______________________________________________

2.

Commercials are powerful media tools. They inform and shape minds, especially the
young minds of our students. Let’s watch the video – Media Wise and learn about some of
the ways commercials influence us.
After, complete the quiz and see how “Media Wise” you are!
NOTES
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1

An ad is a commercial that tries to sell you a product.
TRUE

2

or

FALSE

Why is learning about commercials an important life skill? (Choose only one answer)
because commercials teach you about life
because commercials tell you what tastes the best
because you need to learn how to make good buying choices
because you need to learn which commercials are the most expensive

3

4

What does it mean to jump on the bandwagon? (Choose only one answer)
to jump onto a wagon

to do the opposite of what others are doing

to watch commercials

to do what other people are doing

If a commercial played your favorite song, which technique would they be using? (Choose only one answer)
music

5

powerful language

colorful packaging

powerful language

colorful packaging

powerful language

colorful packaging

famous people

because they care very much about you

because they want you to be happy

because they want you to be healthy

An advertisement in a magazine is called what? (Choose only one answer)
a print ad

10

famous people

What is the BIGGEST reason that companies make commercials? (Choose only one answer)
because they want your money

9

famous people

If a commercial makes unclear claims about a product, they are using which of the following? (Choose only one
answer)
music

8

famous people

If you were watching a commercial with Michael Jordan, which technique was used? (Choose only one answer)
music

7

colorful packaging

A commercial for cereal has a cartoon character on the front. Which technique was used? (Choose only one
answer)
music

6

powerful language

a band wagon

a commercial

a product

What is the BEST way to find out if a product is good? (Choose only one answer)
watch the commercial
listen to the jingle on the radio

ask a grown-up who has tried it
see if it has an ad in a magazine

1-5 = You need to wisen up! 6/7 = You are pretty aware 8-10 = You are in control!
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Analyzing Commercials.
Commercials have specific purposes. They want ________________________________
________________________________________________________________.
They have 3 specific components.
1. Who – Target Audience.
2. What – The Content or Message
3. How - The Hook. How they get the audience’s attention.
Watch the following commercials and as you watch. Fill in the chart below and discuss with
a partner afterwards. Which of these commercials did you like best? Why?
________________________________________________________________________

Product
Name

Target
Audience

Hooks
used

What is the
message?

Effective?
Why? Why not?

1
2
3
4
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PRACTICE
Read and Practice this commercial. Perform it for the Class!
A:

I’ve been worried about my _______________________ recently.

B:

Really? What’s the matter with your ________________________?

A:

Well, it isn’t __________________ enough and I don’t know what to do.
Do you have any idea?

B:

Yes, I do. Have you tried ______________________________?

A:

No, I haven’t. Does it make _____________________ _________er?

B:

It sure does!

I remember when I was worried about my ______________.

One day someone told me about ___________________________. I started
using it and now everybody in _____________________ tells me I have the
________________est / most ________________

________________ in

town!
A:

Thanks for the advice. I’ll go out and get some right away!

B:

You won’t regret it!

______________
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Comprehension: FACT OR OPINION?
It is important to be able to tell when a commercial is being true and
using facts or when they are just stating an opinion. We should watch
commercials with a critical mind. How good are you at this skill?
Read the statements given and determine if they are facts or opinions.

It is fun playing computer games. O
More people own blue cars than pink cars. F
People who are 40 and older are old. O
Summer is the best season because school is out. O
Teenagers are younger than adults. F
Pencils are easier to write with than pens. O
Pepsi is the best kind of pop to drink. O
Spiders have 8 legs.F
We get milk from cows. F
Traffic in big cities is awful. O
Students get a better education at this school. O
Some schools have 200 students. F
Ice cream is kept cold in a freezer. F
Flies are annoying when they are inside your house. O
Many people work Mondays through Fridays at their jobs. F
Cameras are used to take pictures. F Exercise is good for your health.F
Teachers should allow students to use calculators during tests.O
Farmers grow many different kinds of crops.F
It feels good to sit outside in the sunlight.O
Many people order pepperoni on their pizzas.F
My dog is cuter than anyone else's.O
Pizza tastes better than fish.O

Saturdays are the best day of the week.O

It is important to read newspapers to keep up with what is going. O
It is harder to divide than multiply numbers.O
The sun rises and sets every day.F The sun warms up the earth. F
Many people work Mondays through Fridays at their jobs.F
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